
 

 
  

 



 

Welcome Letter 

Dear Delegates, 
 
On behalf of the Huntington Beach High School Model United Nations Program, 
we would like to welcome you to our virtual Surf City XVIII advanced conference! 
 
Our annual Surf City conference upholds the principles and intended purpose of 
the United Nations. Delegates can expect to partake in a professional, well-run 
debate that simulates the very issues that those at the United Nations discuss every 
day. Both novel and traditional ideas will be shared, challenged, and improved. 
 
It is our hope that all delegates will receive the opportunity to enhance their 
research, public speaking, and communication skills as they explore the intricacies 
of global concerns through various perspectives, some of which may be very 
different from their own. We hope their experiences here give them new insight 
and values that they can apply outside of the realm of Model UN for the betterment 
of the world community. 
 
Although we will be entertaining a new style of a virtual conference, we hope all 
delegates will experience a fruitful and enhancing debate.Please do not hesitate to 
approach our Secretariat or Staff Members with any questions or concerns that you 
may have throughout the day. We wish the best to all our participants and hope that 
they may share a fulfilling experience with us! Enjoy the conference. 
 
Sincerely,  
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Meet the Dias 

Sydney Rincón 

Hey guys, I’m Sydney Rincón and I’m looking forward to being your co-chair for the               
upcoming Surf City conference! As a senior at Huntington Beach High School, I’ve been              
in the HBHS MUN program for four years and have loved every one of them. MUN has                 
helped me expand and shape my worldly views over these past few years and has helped                
me develop a passion for activism and politics. Outside of debate, I am an actor and                
Theatre Major in the Academy for Performing Arts in Huntington Beach, I am also work               
as an illustrator off-campus. I’m a major movie fan, my favorites consisting of My              
Cousin Vinny, Portrait of a Lady on Fire, and Fantastic Planet. I look forward to some                
exciting debate, I and my fellow chairs hope to make this year’s Surf City conference as                
fun and smooth given the circumstance, please email us with any questions and see you               
all soon! 
 
Jazmine Benson 

Hi Delegates! My name is Jazmine, and I am one of your chairs for Surf City! This is my                   
fourth year in MUN, and I’ve loved every second of it. This program has been so much                 
fun, and I can’t believe my time in it is coming to an end. I am addicted to CNN and                    
obsessed with politics and current events, and MUN is just a small fraction of it. I am                 
president of the debate club here at HBHS, and I love writing articles for my political                
commentary website. When I’m not yelling about political issues, I love to paint, draw,              
and play Among Us. I am so excited to meet you guys and facilitate an amazing debate! 
 

Taylor Jackson 

My name is Taylor Jackson. I have been in the MUN program at HBHS for three years                 
now and I really enjoy getting to participate in the more-debate centered parts of the               
program! A fun fact about me is that I like to dye my hair. Currently, my hair is blue, but                    
I think by the time the conference rolls around, it’ll be bleached out. Going on, I really                 
enjoy the whole idea of space. Following the theme of that, my favorite book and movie                
is The Martian. The thing I like about that is how it tells an awesome story about space                  
that could theoretically happen today, as it was written to be scientifically accurate and              
in-line with the current technology of our world. I also enjoy the whole MCU universe,               
particularly the Spider-Man movies. Music-wise, I enjoy listening to Taylor Swift, K.            
Flay, Fall Out Boy, and Mother Mother. Overall, I and the chairs are looking forward to a                 
fun conference! 
 

All Papers are due on January 2, 2020 by 11:59pm to 

surfcity.1disec@gmail.com   
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TOPIC 1: Biological Warfare 
 

BACKGROUND 

Comprised of biotoxins, microorganisms, and genetically engineered substances, biological         
warfare has been used as a war tactic dating back centuries, from the poisoning of rulers during                 
the Old Kingdom period to the Middle Ages, with the catapulting of plague victims over enemy                
lines in 1300s Mongolia. Even ignorant acts of biological warfare have resulted in cases of mass                
death; a well-known instance being the arrival of Europeans in 1763 to the “New World” that led                 
to the first wave of Native genocide in the Americas as foreigners brought over not only heavy                 
weaponry and hostility but smallpox laced blankets and disease that Native Americans had had              
no exposure or immunity towards and subsequently died off, leaving open land and resources to               
be colonized with little to no resistance. 
 
Numerous agents go into the creation of biological weapons to target people, plants, or other               
organisms to spread disease or cause death in a time of war or conflict. Weapons of Mass                 
Destruction, referred to as WMD, are created with the use of toxic material and chemicals and as                 
a result, materials are fairly accessible to the public. In this century alone, more than 500 million                 
people have been exposed to disease as a result of intentional biological warfare and have               
resulted in the death of thousands thereafter. Some of the first notable instances of developed               
biological warfare within modern history started with research compiling during World War I             
and World War II, initially with mass German engineering and usage. Toxins and harmful              
chemicals were used by Japan during this time, acts including the poisoning of Chinese water               
supply to further studies of diseases with complete disregard to the health and safety of Chinese                
civilians, as well as Operation Cherry Blossoms at Night, a plan developed by Japan to release a                 
mutated bubonic plague in Southern California, United States. The latter of which only failed as               
a result of interference with the plans due to the dropping of American atomic bombs on                
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. While international treaties have outlawed the use of toxic and harmful              
substances used in acts of biological warfare, none have vastly been made effective due to a lack                 
and inability to restrict resources and research regarding such weaponry. 
 
Chemicals and substances labeled as “biowarfare” are divided into five categories, these            
divisions of which cover the majority of most common chemicals and weapons that are used and                
available. The first category of which consists of the most lethal agents, and toxic matter:               
anthrax, plague, smallpox, and ebola. These drugs and chemicals are labeled most lethal as they               
can infect a large population in a short period if precautions are not taken immediately.  
 
The second category of biological components can be dispersed easily throughout a large             
population. Agents in this category include ricin, glanders, typhus fever, and cholera. The other              
categories cover issues such as insects and bugs that can carry and infect populations as well as                 
substances that can be manipulated to be more deadly or effective against the enemy. With the                
passing of time and the subsequent modernization of biological weapons and germ warfare, there              
is growing knowledge in weapons and the administering of such weapons. A growing market              
concerning chemicals and agents often used for terroristic and malevolent purposes is “Black             
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Biology.” Further categories and subdivisions pertain to targets, severity, and availability,           
commonality, makeup, etc. 
 
However, biological warfare doesn’t exclusively target civilians or populations (coined as           
“antipersonnel biowarfare”). While terroristic and governmental acts of biowarfare are most           
prevalent in the media, other sources and targets outside of this category can be equally or                
increasingly harmful to enemy targets. “Anti-agricultural” biowarfare refers to the targeting of            
two subdivisions, anti-livestock, and anti-crop. The latter of which became most prevalent            
throughout the Cold War as the United States made numerous efforts to pollute and destroy               
Soviet crops and water supply to damage food and resources with bioherbicides and similar              
matters that the country would later deny despite chemical evidence. The former target of              
livestock was a result of immense individual research efforts by countries to target cattle,              
calvary, poultry, and swine to reduce populations and food supply.  
 
The majority of biological weaponization research is made confidential and hidden from both the              
national and international public. This has made it difficult for some historians and researchers to               
know the full extent of biological engineering and weaponizing by governmental operations. As             
a result, matters and actions made by governments in confidential or fragile situations are              
easy-pickings for conspiracy theories surrounding motive, execution, and origin of weapons and            
their creation/need. Such conspiracies have started to fester and run rampant surrounding the             
“true” nature of Covid-19. Officially named, SARS-CoV-2 (Severe acute respiratory syndrome           
coronavirus 2), the disease responsible for the current pandemic is a close genetic relative to that                
of the coronavirus that caused the SARS outbreak of 2003; it’s important to note that the current                 
strain of coronavirus varies from that of the 2003 one. Covid-19 started within Wuhan, China,               
and quickly expanded globally, spreading quickly through international borders through air and            
sea traveling which ultimately forced the majority of countries to close their ports both              
internationally and domestically to further continuous efforts made to contain the virus. While             
the virus has not in any way currently been used as a weapon of biological warfare, these                 
conspiracies have pointed fingers at varying nations as to the origin and creation of the virus.                
The most popular of which suggests the United States or China developed the virus as a weapon                 
or research tool to be used in biological warfare was leaked for political or social motives.                
Neither of these or any other conspiracy claims surrounding the Covid-19 pandemic has been              
backed by any evidence or proof and, as a result, have not been entertained and have been                 
labeled as fear-mongering. 
 
It has, however, brought about a resurgence of concerns regarding national and international             
biosafety and biosecurity precautions in cases of weaponized diseases. Given the virus’s            
potential, it is not an unlikely situation that some nations or radical groups would not try and                 
harness Covid-19 for personal and national security means for future reference. Unfortunately,            
research surrounding the virus is limited due to ignorance of the issue and understanding the               
risks of Covid-19, which has made it difficult for peaceful international action. Due to some               
nation’s politicization of the pandemic, some countries’ medical staff and researchers are            
struggling to gain enough funding to analyze and combat the issue properly which could leave               
defense against newly developed biological weaponry vulnerable in the future.  
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It is not uncommon for accusations to arise based upon little to no information concerning               
biowarfare and toxic substance development. Even before the Covid-19 pandemic, limited           
understanding of government affairs and research motives caused distrust between nations. For            
example, back in 2018, Russia made unfounded claims against the Lugar Center and Central              
Asian countries that illegal confidential biological weapons were being developed as well as the              
United States’ involvement with research centers in neighboring nations. Often, misinformation           
and international gaslighting in politics transition into science based fields of interest like that of               
biowarfare. New efforts have subsequently been enacted to regulate what biological and            
chemical research is made available to the public and cross-country communities to prevent             
mishandling of such sensitive content, an issue that falls on journalists, researchers, and             
politicians alike. 
 

UNITED NATIONS INVOLVEMENT 
Having seen the grievous impacts that biological warfare has had on the world, the United               
Nations has been working towards banning biological weapons for as long as they have even               
been an idea. The impacts of World War I, which was the catalyst for the predecessor of the                  
United Nations called the League of Nations, allowed for the creation of the Geneva Protocol of                
1925. Prohibiting the use of (but not the possession or development of) biological weapons, it               
has been the subject of many modern-day UN resolutions regarding biological warfare. For             
example, A/RES/67/35, passed in 2013, goes into the measure that should be taken in order to                
continue to uphold the Geneva Protocol. It is not the only resolution to do so. Another resolution                 
in the long line of resolutions with support for such is A/RES/53/77, which essentially lists what                
countries should do in order to continue their support and implementation of the Protocol. 
 
One important facet of the UN that deals with biological warfare is the Biological Weapons               
Convention (BWC), which was opened for signature in 1972 and actually put into action in               
1975. The BWC is an international treaty that takes the general idea of the Geneva Protocol one                 
step further, as it bans not only the use of, but also the development and production of biological                  
weapons. It holds historical significance as the first treaty to entirely ban a whole category of                
weapons. As of August of 2019, it has over 183 member parties. 
 
In 2004, the Security Council took action to address the issue of biological warfare and in doing                 
such, passed S/RES/1540. This document stated that countries should refrain from giving any             
mode of support to any non-country groups, such as terrorist cells, that take action towards               
dealing with biological weapons. This would include any attempts to create, obtain, transport, or              
use these weapons. In instructing countries to not support groups that work with biological              
weapons, the Security Council also requires countries to enforce laws to ensure that non-state              
actors cannot receive any sort of support. In 2016, the Security Council went on to back this with                  
S/RES/2325, which set up the framework that countries should use to keep terrorists from              
acquiring weapons of mass destruction like biological weapons. 
 
Going on, there is the UN Secretary-General’s Mechanism (UNSGM), which holds           
investigations into any reports of biological weapons being used. Developed in the late 1980s,              
this mechanism essentially creates the framework needed for a Secretary-General to hold an             
investigation into any alleged violations of the BWC and Geneva Protocol. Included in this is the                
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authority to dispatch a fact-finding team and the ability to report to all UN Member States what                 
has occurred. 
 
The idea of biological weapons being investigated is not simply theory. In 1991, prompted by               
concerns of Iraq’s compliance with treaties regarding weapons, a mandate was created for an              
United Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM). This commission was an inspection regime,           
and after having found evidence that Iraq had produced biological weapons in the 1980s, worked               
to ensure that they would destroy any biological (as well as chemical and missile) facilities.               
UNSCOM later disbanded in 1999. 
 

CASE STUDY: Syria 

Bashar al-Assad, second born son of President Hafez al-Assad, was confirmed as president after              
his father’s death in June 2000, taking power after more than 25 years of his father’s reign.                 
Al-Assad held promise in the eyes of the western world in his position to implement a vast range                  
of reforms pertaining to combating corruption and a declining economy to create a “true              
democracy” in Syria. In the first few months of his presidency, al-Assad released hundreds of               
political prisoners and allowed independent newspapers to publish freely after being suppressed            
by his father for 30 years. However, this President’s peaceful political navigation and actions as               
a democratic leader were short-lived, by the beginning of 2001, Bashar al-Assad reenacted the              
limitations of speech and press and began arresting leaders of opposing sides to his own,               
reverting to the governmental status left to him by his father. 
 
For the next decade, President al-Assad enacted emergency rule, which would benefit his allies              
and fellow elites and suppress the voices of opposition. In 2007, an election year, al-Assad won                
with a staggering 97%, which opposing parties deemed a sham with little effect as al-Assad               
would be in power for another seven years- solidifying the hypocrisy of his earliest platform               
promises and sparking outrage both domestically and internationally. 
 
In 2011, protests against the administration and current government sprouted in Deraa and             
neighboring cities that called for economic and political reform. Initially, the President had little              
acknowledgement of what was happening and had no solid response to the eruption of civil               
unrest. As protests persisted nationwide, tensions rose and the government finally took action in              
2013 as governmental forces launched offensive attacks to reclaim lost territory in western and              
southern Syria; meanwhile President al-Assad made a statement to defend his supporters’            
involvement in the use of a chemical weapon on civilians near Damascus. Resulting in the death                
of hundreds of people, al-Assad party members dropped rockets containing Sarin, a colorless and              
odorless nerve target that is incredibly lethal and toxic once inhaled. 
 
With this attack arose international attention and concerns as to the origin and usage of the                
chemical weaponry, those in the forefront being the United States, United Kingdom, and France.              
Due to the substance’s nature and commonality, the international community concluded it was a              
government led attack on its own citizens to target rebel fighters opposing the President. It               
should be noted that no further attacks or threats were made on the part of these western powers,                  
rather they urged the President and his administration to sign off on a declaration to destroy all                 
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declared Syrian chemical and biological weaponry through the implementation of the           
Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). 
 
In spite of this treaty, another undercover attack was carried out in 2017 in the rebel-held town of                  
Khan Sheikhoun using the same agent, Sarin. Killing more than 80 people, the Syrian              
government was accused by the UN-OPCW mission group for violating their agreement. At this              
point, Russia had already launched a campaign to back and protect President al-Asaad and the               
Syrian government, creating an alliance against the nations against the western powers.            
Therefore, in response to claims made by the UN-OPCW, Russia and Syria responded in threats               
in 2018 that the US, UK, and France had launched a chlorine toxins attack against rescue                
workers an Eastern Syria that killed 40 workers and civilians. The western power nations denied               
such claims and responded with air strike on facilities believed to hold biological weaponry              
engineering and chemical weaponry. Both parties, being the western nations and the            
Russian-Syria alliance, denied claims of each party’s involvement in the aforementioned           
onslaughts, the latter of which going so far as to claim both attacks were staged by western                 
backers to enforce rebel propaganda. 
 
In the next few years the Syrian government would direct their efforts towards ISIS and other                
terrorist groups within their borders that have taken advantage of the governmental instability.             
ISIS has been known to use unusual modern means to not only recruit but to attack as well;                  
beyond the suicide bombers and car bombs, the terrorist organization has utilized chemical and              
biological weapons in Syria in order to disrupt and cause revenue loss for the government to                
further weaken their vulnerabilities. With a lack of preventative measures in place and loopholes              
for Non State groups, ISIS has been able to take advantage of their biowarfare abilities to                
develop and use weaponized germ agents with little to no consequence; given the group’s status,               
ISIS has looked to more unconventional means to create their weaponry. For example, the              
terrorist group was able to procure mustard gas from solvents derived from pen ink when               
acquired in a large supply. These methods have further divided the Syrian government in that a                
domestic response would deplete funding and resources with minimal impact and defense as the              
officials combat both political rebels and the radical groups like ISIS.  
 
After the Covid-19 pandemic hit Syria, rebel, governmental, and terrorist action came to a halt as                
each group diverted energy and resources into stabilizing members and supplies amidst the             
pandemic. At this point in time, actions and procedures taken by the Syrian government have all                
but protected their civilians against the growing crisis as President Bashar al-Assad blocks aid              
for medical supply and hospital staff. Subsequently waging biological war on his own people.              
While a variation from the traditionally understood definition of biowarfare, the President has             
taken control of public health measures in order to further reduce the safety and numbers of his                 
opposers by putting the general public at risk. This manner of authority and diplomacy has not                
been recognized for centuries in regards to the lack of safety and security precautions for               
civilians. Given the unusual nature of al-Assad’s slow-burning assault on public health, his             
adapted use of biowarfare has gone vastly unnoticed by the international community- a problem              
that could rise to larger issues beyond the Syrian borders if left unchecked. 
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QUESTIONS 

1.  Given the long-running history of biowarfare, what is preventing inaction to regulate 
germ weaponry and development? 
 

2. How are countries going to be held accountable for vastly confidential action and 
research without violating sovereignty? 
 

3. Considering that nations are not the only abusers of biological weaponization, what can 
be done to mitigate the unchecked influence and usage of such weapons by non-state 
actors like that of terrorist groups? 
 

4. To what extent can or should medical, biological, and chemical research be kept from the 
public for security precautions? 
 

5.  How has the current pandemic affected the international community and the fight against 
biowarfare and weaponization of disease? 
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TOPIC 2: Satellite Warfare 
 

BACKGROUND 

Satellite warfare refers to the utilization of missiles and other weapons to destroy satellites in               
space. This type of warfare was conceived in 1958 by the United States during the Cold War,                 
less than a year after Sputnik was launched by the Soviet Union (USSR). During this time,                
satellites were being used to watch opposing forces’ movements, particularly the movement of             
nuclear weapons. While destroying satellites is a war tactic that does not render any casualties,               
the destruction of satellites threatens the space environment, as many different types of foreign              
debris is introduced into the atmosphere. There are many different types of ASAT weapons such               
as Satellite Jamming and Ground Based lasers. Satellite jamming occurs when an ASAT emits              
noise over the satellite’s frequency. Ground based lasers utilize light and heat to disable or               
“dazzle” sensors.  
 
The United States and the Soviet Union both developed satellite destruction systems during the              
late 1950s, which spurred the production of anti-satellite weaponry (ASAT). The first successful             
satellite destruction weapon was finished in October 1959 by the United States through a              
program called “Bold Orion”. The Federation of American Scientists referred to the weapon as              
an “air-launched ballistic missile”. It was shot from a B-47 bomber plane towards an Explorer               
VI satellite. The launch was deemed successful, as the missile came within four miles of the                
targeted satellite. In 1962, the United States secretary of defense permitted the expansion of              
Nike-Zeus, which was a missile designated as an anti-satellite weapon. After being developed             
and tested the following year, it was found that the missile was capable of reaching space objects                 
at an altitude of 150 miles. At the same time, the US government also attempted to create an                  
adaptation of the Thor missile, which was capable of reaching targets at an altitude of 400 miles.                 
The Soviet Union began working to develop anti-satellite missiles during the cold war, and their               
first test of an ASAT was not conducted until 1963.  
 
However, the USSR took a much different approach when it came to the production of ASATs.                
Soviet scientists utilized the “co-orbital” method, which involved the use of a “killer satellite.’              
This satellite would enter the orbit of the prospective target, in order to destroy it. The Soviet                 
union organized and recorded over 20 different tests of the co-orbital design, with mixed results.               
The Soviet Union’s ASAT was made to attack satellites maintained in a low-earth orbit and               
required two complete orbits around the satellite in order to recognize its target. This served as a                 
great disadvantage, and this ASAT system was discontinued in 1993. Though the United States              
and the Soviet Union were in competition to manufacture and develop the best anti-satellite              
device, both countries set guidelines and restrictions in place to ensure fair advantages and to               
promote peace. In 1967, the Outer Space Treaty was signed by the United States and Soviet                
Union. The treaty was signed and ratified in order to ban the orbiting of nuclear weapons in                 
space and to promote the utilization of space for peaceful purposes.  
 
However, the treaty did not set any restrictions on the development of ASATs so satellite               
production continued to flourish. In 1971, the Accident Measures Agreement and Hotline            
Modernization Agreement, which worked to protect essential communications satellites in case           
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of an emergency. In 1972, U.S.-Soviet Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile             
Systems (ABM) was signed to reduce the amount of missile production and protect             
reconnaissance missiles from being attacked through satellite warfare. Though the Soviet Union            
scrapped the co-orbital missile project, there was a continued interest and growth of Satellite              
weapons within the country’s government, even after the President called for a cease of testing in                
1983. The next order of business was to create and develop a small or “miniature” ASAT that                 
could be carried on a MiG-31 fighter jet. This particular ASAT was created to destroy satellites                
at a low earth orbit using a “hit to kill” strategy. The idea of “hit to kill” was for ASAT to hit the                       
satellite at such a speed that the satellite would break in space. This method was advantageous as                 
it allowed for quick, efficient launches. However, this method did not account for the              
environmental effects of satellite warfare, which only exacerbated the issue. In 1985, the United              
States was able to develop this mini ASAT faster, with a test that utilized a F-15 fight shooting                  
an ASM-135 missile. The missile was used to attack a satellite that was used for space                
observation about 555 kilometers up. This test was a great success, but left 250 pieces of visible                 
debris in space and 800 smaller pieces from the satellite. That December, Congress prohibited              
any further testing of that system on satellites. The ALMV program was discontinued in 1987 by                
the United States Air Force. That test was considered to be the final test before China developed                 
and tested their own weapon in January 2007. That first weapon used a converted ballistic               
missile in order to strike a weather satellite 530 miles in the air. This was a major                 
accomplishment for China’s expansion of space weapons, but it also caused objection from             
western nations. An United States Security Council representative stated that China’s testing of             
ASATs “was inconsistent with the spirit of cooperation that both countries aspire to in the civil                
space area.” That next year, the United States Navy shot an SM-3 missile, which was meant to                 
block ballistic missiles, to destroy a reconnaissance satellite. In addition to this, India's ASAT              
test was thought to have used missiles in its own anti-ballistic missile defense program called the                
Prithvi Defence Vehicle.  
 
Throughout this process, there were diplomatic efforts taken by countries in order to reduce the               
risk of an international space war. Russia and China presented a draft treaty called the “Treaty on                 
the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space” to the Conference on Disarmament.               
This treaty was proposed to curb the usage of ASATs, but did nothing to delay the creation or                  
development of these missiles. The European Union also created a draft code to prohibit the use                
of ASATs, but that code also failed to reduce the amount of anti-satellite devices being               
developed. In 2013, China conducted another anti-satellite missile test, which was executed as a              
“routine space rocket launch.” The United States government suspected that the launch was a              
facade to hide the attack on a satellite in a geosynchronous orbit. China proceeded to deny those                 
claims. Currently, only the United States, India, China, and Russia have done tests and have               
successfully developed ASATs. Though these nations have worked towards keeping space safe,            
the environmental damages and the risk of nuclear annihilation need to be addressed in a more                
aggressive manner. 
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UNITED NATIONS INVOLVEMENT 
The United Nations is aware of the issues regarding warfare with satellites and as such, set up the                  
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) in 1959. Its purpose is to ensure that                 
space remains a place of peace and exploration, instead of its expected pathway of war that was                 
brought on by the tensions of the Space Race. The COPUOS was, and still is, instrumental in                 
many influential space treaties, such as the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of              
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial               
Bodies. Opened for signing on January 27 of 1967, this treaty has over 110 signatories, all with                 
the purpose of maintaining a peaceful space for themselves and for the world. Its main objectives                
are: prohibiting nuclear weapons in space, banning warfare on any non-Earth body, and             
restricting any nation from claiming any celestial body as their own. While it doesn’t explicitly               
ban military actions in space, it does set a precedent for the way space should be regarded in the                   
future.  
 
Furthermore, in March of 1972, the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by              
Space Objects established a set of guidelines in reference to countries and accountability, when              
there is damage caused by their space objects. This later became important when Soviet satellite               
Kosmos 954 led to damage within Canadian territory, allowing for a claim to be filed in                
accordance with the Convention. As for its more longstanding impacts, the idea of liability with               
space objects such as satellites creates the buildup needed in order to allow for legal processions,                
which can be useful if a country tries to utilize their satellites in a destructive way.  
 
The United Nations has also looked at preventative measures to prevent a war with satellites               
before it even occurs. In 2017, A/RES/72/250 was passed, which tasked the Group of              
Governmental Experts with the job of making recommendations on international legal           
documents, in order to prevent an arms race in space. The specifics of this Group, with the                 
assigned purpose, is specified more in A/74/77. Even more, it urged for further action to be taken                 
by the Conference on Disarmament, so that more preventative measures may be passed.  
 
It is clear that the potential threats of a war in space is a concern, as highlighted by a 1987 report                     
on how satellite warfare could create legitimate international discourse. Created by the United             
Nations Institute for Disarmament Research Geneva, UNIDIR/87/4 considers how satellites may           
be utilized in militaristic ways, as well as how the struggle for dominance in space between the                 
USA and Russia is dangerous. More specifically, it goes into anti-satellite weapons (ASAT),             
which are designed to negatively impact satellites in space, and how ASAT systems within              
countries pose a major threat to the continuation of peace within space. The importance of the                
document is the direct spotlight shined on ASAT systems in regards to warfare in space.  
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CASE STUDY: India 

India recently started developing and creating anti satellite weaponry and became the most recent              
nation to test ASATs successfully. During the late 1990s and early 2000s, India began              
developing their first anti-ballistic missile program called the Indian Ballistic Missile Defense            
program (BMD). A few years later, India tested its first exo atmospheric interceptor Prithvi Air               
Defence (PAD), along with an atmospheric interceptor called the Ashwin/Advanced Air Defence            
respectively. In january 2010, the director-general of India’s Defence Research and Development            
Organisation stated in a press briefing that India was working to develop a hit-to-kill ASAT               
system. It would be based on a laser sensor and involve an exo-atmospheric kill vehicle. The                
missile was originally planned for ballistic missile defense purposes. Their ASAT project was             
approved in 2016 by their government, but the project did not reach its final stages until late                 
2018. On March 27th, 2019, Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi stated that India was able to                
complete an ASAT missile launch during a test called “Mission Shakti”. Mission Shakti was              
described as “utilizing a ballistic missile defense interceptor, the Prithvi Delivery Vehicle            
Mark-II (PDV MK-II), to destroy an Indian Microsat-R satellite.” The flight only lasted about              
half a minute, but this test broke the barrier for Indian ASAT development.This particular test               
utilized a “kinetic kill” anti-satellite weapon, making India one of three countries to have              
successfully executed it.  
 
This comes after India had attempted to develop an anti-satellite weapon the month before, but it                
was unsuccessful. The Indian government also took the space environment into account, hitting             
the satellite at an angle that would reduce the amount of debris and shorten its life in space.                  
Though this demonstration of ASAT capabilities was seen as a concern, the Indian Space              
Research Organization (ISRO) has worked to promote peace in space, and only works to utilize               
space to assist in India’s economic development. The Indian Ministry stated that “the test was               
done to verify that India has the capability to safeguard [their] space assets," the ministry also                
said in a statement that "It is the Government of India's responsibility to defend the country's                
interests in outer space." India’s ASAT also places the country in a good position, as it gives the                  
country extra protection against China’s ASATs, as China has postured to attack the U.S’s              
satellites before.  
 
India testing of an ASAT was a shock to the international community, and it prefaced the idea                 
that space militarization is a likely future. Mission Shakti was one of 3 ASAT tests conducted                
since the cold war, which also made the situation jarring. China, The United States, Russia, and                
the United Nations worked to curb the amount of ASATs being tested, so this event created                
opportunities for other countries to test their anti-satellite weaponry as well. However, the             
congestion of orbits with defunct and working satellites was concerning. Though the amount of              
debris from previous ASAT tests were alarming, especially from China’s 2007 test, scientists             
concluded that Mission Shaki’s debris was minor as most of it would be disposed of by falling                 
back into the atmosphere. The Indian government claimed no wrongdoing in their ASAT test,              
claiming that it abided by international law.  
 
China and Russia took a neutral stance on India’s ASAT test, though the chief of the United                 
States National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) displayed clear apprehension.          
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Space debris is very difficult to track when produced by ASATs, so scientists used an “intelligent                
and broadly accepted” resolution in order to conclude that Mission Shakti was not responsible              
for a large amount of debris. Despite NASA’s fears, the U.S. Department of Defense and               
Department of State “tacitly accepted” India’s position on space debris. India’s purpose for             
developing these weapons was driven by the push for technological equality with China, which              
has produced and deployed many different types of ASATs. It also should be noted that China                
has a different type of anti-satellite weapon for each of India’s space devices, meaning that if a                 
space war ensued between the two countries, China would most likely win.  
 
In May 2020, China continued testing new space capabilities and plans to test more. The Long                
March-5B rocket was successfully launched into space by the Chinese government and was the              
first success of 2020. The Long March-3B and the Long March-7A were both launched in April                
and March, but they failed. The Long March 5B was designed to have the ability to carry                 
astronauts into space. As of March 31, 2020, China is second to the US with 363 satellites in                  
orbit. Coronavirus (Covid-19) has played a definite role in advancement of China’s space             
program, as the United States has not been able to match its progression. With over 13.7 million                 
more cases, the United States continues to struggle with the pandemic, while China is able to                
continue production safely. India also has plans for development in space, after the             
announcement in February 2020 for a human space flight craft. This project, known as the               
Gaganyaan Crew Escape System, will be first tested in December 2020 and July 2021. India is                
also developing a Small Satellite Launching Vehicle (SSLV), which has been tested with two              
demonstrations. The SSLV will be 34 meters high and 2 meters wide, and it will be capable of                  
carrying satellites that weigh between 10-500 kilograms. This launch will continue for a 10              
month time span. The continued and constant production of space intelligence tools and weapons              
will allow India to compete with China’s, which is necessary.  
 
COVID-19 has reduced India’s capability to produce ASATs, but the country is on target to               
launch their planned Over the past 2 decades, India’s Anti-Satellite and spacecraft programs have              
set the stage for more technological advancements to come. Russia, China, and the United States               
are some of the largest, most powerful nations in the world. The Indian government worked to                
develop high quality ASATs to reduce the amount of space debris and to protect their nation                
from likely future attacks. These accomplishments not only set India apart, but also prompts              
other countries to engage in the testing and development of their own ASATs for protection               
purposes.  
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QUESTIONS 

6. How can a future space-race of sorts, at least when concerning potential milestones, be              
prevented? 

7. How can your country ensure that satellite warfare is not taken over by corporations who               
seek to privatize space (such as SpaceX, with their Starlink satellites that clog up the               
view of the natural night sky)? 

8. With the mining of space materials on passing asteroids, how can your country prevent              
economic greed by any entity from entering the realm of space? 

9. Many countries rely on satellites for the use of wifi and internet. What plans does your                
country have in place if a satellite attack wipes out communications/the internet? 

10. Is your country even involved in space (any contributions to the exploration of space) and               
if not, how can your country protect themselves from potential attacks by satellites? If so,               
is anything vulnerable to potential attacks? 

11. How does your country feel about the expansion of space and do they have any               
aspirations towards participating in it? How does this play into your policy on satellite              
warfare? 
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